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Physics Di\' i~ion of the Kutionnl Physical Laborntory, n.nd 
included rCRlilt s obtnincd by the ultrasonic pulse method 
(ilrARKHA)1 1!)57) as well as by the standard static methods 
gi"ing the stress·strnin relutions over a wido rn.nge of strcss. 
Young's modulus was measured both in tension and compres
sion using a 1'Inrtens type rhomb and mirror extensometer. 
The modulus of rigidity was determined by meuns of un NPL 
design of torsion extensometer in which readings were taken 
either with an autocollimator or with the normal arrungement 
of scale and telescopes. 

Preeuutions were taken to ensure thut the sn.mples used 
for the preparation of test pieces were sufficiently represen
tati \'e of the material used in the piston-cylinder assemblies. 
Wherever possible they were selected from the same piece or 
butch of muteria1. In cases where this was impracticable, 
material of similar composition was used, care being taken 
that any heut treatments involved were adequately repro
duced. A study by BROWN, COLE & MARKHAM (1!)57) on the 
effects of heat treatment and tempering on the clastic moduli 
of the steels concerned illustrates the signifieanco of these 
effects. 

The results of the olastie modulus mensurements arc 
summariscd in Tab. 1. On the whole the agreemcnt bctween 
tho ultrn.sonie and static methods is good, tho rliRcr('pnneies 
rarely oxeeeding 1 or 2%. It scemed desirahln, ho\\,('\·cr. to 
deeido on I~ con>list.ont IHlHis for tho ehoicn of tho nrl,1I111 valul's 
to ho at\optml in ]lm(:(.il'I', I'Hp",:iltlly ItS l'I'gllrd>l thl> vlllul 'H of 
G and (J whil'h nro particularly imporl,ltllt in I ho nppliml ionR 
to tho similarity mcthod. It was decided, after eOllslllt,at.ion 
wit,h experts in thc ficld of olastic propcrtics, to proceed ns 
follows: 

i) For the modulus of rigidity, to adopt the slatic vnlues 
taken over a wide range of stress, as being those most likely 
to be representative of the conditions obtaining in practice 
when the system is subjected to sustained forces. It is pertinent 
to note that as we are interested only in the rat io of the values 
of G for a pair of muterials, certain types of systematic error in 
the elastic measurements will be eliminated. 

ii) For Poisson's ratio, to adopt the values obtaulCd by the 
ultrasonic meth?d in which this quantity is gi\'en directly in 
terms of the observed wave velocities. This value is likely to 
be considerably more accurate than one derived indirectly 
from static measurements of E und G since, as these are deter
mined by different experimental procedures, thoir ratio ma.y 
be subject to a systematic error. Since EIG = 2 (1 + (J) and (J 

is normally intermediate between 1/3 and 1/4, any error in 
EIG would entail an error proportionately 4 or 5 times Ia.rger 
in (J. It may be noted, however, that even if the aetua.l value 
of EIG were somewhat in error the relation between the loads 
and displacements would st.ill help to show up any important 
variation in (J over the range of stress, so that the static results 
provide useful evidence on tllis point. 

The ultmsonie measurements provide direct information 
on the elatie isotropy of the material. This was found to be 
satisfactory in the case of all three materials considered in 
this investigation. 

The relations between displacement and applied force 
given by the extensometer measurements showed a satis
factory degree of linearity, and freedom from important 
hysteresis effects, with the exception of the tungsten alloy at 
high stresses. When tested under the condition of a rising 

. series of values of stress, t IllS material oxhibited departures 
from linearity, principally for stresses above about 1600 bars 
(1.6 x 108 N/m2 ), which seemed consistent with some degree 
of plastic deformation. Series taken in descending order of 
stress, however, showed a much closer approximation to linear 
behaviour, indicating a modulus reasonably consistent ,~ith 
that obtaining over the lower range of stress, i. e. before the 
appearance of the anomalous permanent set. This point is 
further discussed in the noxt section, whero a variation of tho 
balancing proceduro used in the similarity method, to take 
account of this anomaly, is described. 

I) Experimental method 
As previously remarked, the effective areas of the piston

cylinder assemblies of the two different materials have been 
compared by direct balancing on a common pressure system 
as this is the most convenient method assuming that two 
complete pressure balances are available*. 

* It should be noted that the balancing process is not in 
itself fundamental to the similarity procedure. The essential 
condition is that the equilibrating loads on the two assemblies 

For the purposes of t he present work the equilibrium state 
of a piston-cylinder assembly is defined to he that in which the 
piston is falling at such a rate as cxactly to eomppnsate for tho 
volume of fluid lost by the nuturallea,kago through t he inter
spa.ee between the piston and cylinder. ] n the caso of two 
assemblies balanced against one another, these conditions 
imply that there is no movement of fluid through t he connee· 
ting line. Leaks in other parts of the system must of course be 
ca.refully controlled if these oquilibrium conditions are to be 
reproduced unambiguously. Tho accuracy of the balancing 
process is normally of the order of a few parts in 106• 

The dependence of the effective area on temperature has 
been found to be adequately represented by the area coefficient 
of thermal dilatation which, in the case of steel assemblios, 
amounts to a change of about 2.3 parts in 1051 °C. The 
temperatures of the piston-oylinder assemblies were ,measured 
to within about 0.05 °C. 
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Fig. 2. Diagrams of piston-cylinder assemblies (Scale of cm) 

Some obvious small corrections to the loads on , the two 
assemblies muy be necessary to account for: 

i) any difference of level of the two pistons; 
ii) buoyancy effects due to any submerged portions of the 

piston of other than the working diameter; 
iii) surface tension at the meniscus at the upper end of the 

piston. 
Since the comparison is between ussemblies of the same 

nominal dimensions, the corrections involved in ii) and iii) will 
normally cancel out, or nearly so. 

Two rather different types of piston-cylinder assembly 
have been used in the present work, and these are shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 2, a) and b). Units of type a) have 
been used over the range of pressure up to about 3000 bars, 
the assemblies having nominal effective areas of 0.05, 0.02 
and 0.01 in2* and differing only in the diameter of the piston • 
and cylinder bore. The units of type b), which have been used 
mainly for the higher part of the pressure range - i. e. from 
about 1500 to 6000 burs - were of nominal area 0.005 ina. 

The piston-cylinder units of type a) are attnehed to the 
support column by screwing into a collar shown in outline in 
Fig. 2, the pressure seal being effected botween an annular 
projection at the base of the assembly and a flat shelf at tho 
upper end of the column. In order to avoid any possibility of 
anomalous effects due to a discontinuity in the clastic modulus 
at the junction, the support column used in association with 
any particular assembly was constructed of the same matorinl 
ns the assembly itself. In the units of typo b) the housing. also 
shown in Fig. 2, was rather different. The main cylinder block 

should be determined for exactly the snmo pressure. It would 
be possible, though more difficult, to do this by determinulg 
the load on each assembly separately when exposed to an 
accurately reproducible pressure identified, for example. by a 
phase transition of a pure substance. If two complete balances 
wore not available it might well be necessary to resort to Bome 
such method. 

* The approximate metric equivalents are: 
0.05 in' ~ 0.322 cm2 ; 0.02 in2 = 0.129 'cml ; 

0.01 inB - 0.0645 om2 ; 0,005 in' - 0.0322 em2• 
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